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Dear Sim, 

It is kind of you to take the time and trouble to help. I 'wrote 
you initially, more openly than I did Hal or Paul, fearing that if tee possibility 
Paul was under compulsion proved warranted, caution was required. I think Hal has 
Cleoged interest in himself that may still exist. I went into this with him long 
ego, and I believe he finally concurred. 

The time for ellipsis is now past. As you can see from the enclosed 
please give or send to hal after you've read) I'm fel:11y blunt snd open with 
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Paul. I agree with hal on Paul's integrity and 	you about his inclination toward 
bullheadedness. bla insists, for example, on trusting those ire knows are tntruet-
eerthy, explaining it to his own (epparent) satisfaction as the need of cooperation. 

I just can't understand this at all. Paul ie brimt as can be, and that 
is a stupidity. It is subject to misuse only and cannot on any score eualify as 
scientific. 

It is good that you did show Hal my letter, for without solace as las 
was, ii was sufficient to tell me I have to discard my conjecture and take what 
preliminary steps may be reouired to counter this new horror. ;hat an earful way 
to sr.end time, and how much I have to waste that way! If I near nothing from Paul 
in a fee more says, I'm writing to Physics World or Physcis Telday. I now Lave their 
address. I shun and delay not to putt Paul's reputation and to give nim ample time. 
Not taat more then two weeks isn't enowh tims! 

Although you didn't read "al's letter (end i  agree opinions should be 
independent, hence I sent out no copies of what I sent Paul), youtx say pretty 
much what ue did. 

You are completely correct in saying the melon is no duplicate of the head 
and in Itself disqualifies the "test",L this is true of your other points, too. There 
is one explanation of the generally forward spray of tissue (it may els° be to the 
left, possibly much to the left, this "science" ignores. Thattis, whet heppens 
when there is en explosion? Is all the force focused in a single direction, with 
a projectile, that of the line of motion? I suspect the explosion is in al directions. 
But as to the snray, all the reedible evidence is that most of il went in the wrong 
direction and much of tais in one taet is impossible under the ofdiciel fiction. 
Unless math is no longer siience. 

Your quote from it, on the meening of the heed motion, is a copout. If 
there can be no unequivocal statement, why make my? how "scientific" is unofficial 
conjecture whica is without support in the ignored but relevant meteeiall 

I agree he is uncomfortable about what ne has done. That becomes clear 
on tue cover pange and is one of tee things taat led me to think as I did. Alvarez 
is en arrogant whore. Olson's other work is at best dubious and much i. grossly 
erroneous. rile undergredette training included police science. he did a bad paper 
on Zenruder, as I recall. find so you will understand, the backward and sideways 
motions are separate. One did nbt cause therother. More; before the body falls to 
its left, it pivots. I gave hal a copy of a memo I did on tide after discovering 

that PaOTOGRAPHIC 711ITEiATI had smoked out the missing nine frames...dgein I thank 
you for the time and above all, the forthrightness. Anything else could only deceive 
and pernepp lead me into more error. I'd welcome anything else you nick up or deduce. 
I hope hal will find time for rapid communication, if there is anything to com-uni-
cate...And have sent him nothing* usas need keep secret from you (two)...Pearsheet: 
news to me. I eonder if someone has misplaced Raven Rock, Pa., in /Virginia? Sincerely 


